
MTP – Spring 1

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7

Question Why was the Battle of Britain significant in WW2?

Hook WW2 experience afternoon

Novel Goodnight Mister Tom Spring time poetry

Writing Text Rose Blanche
(Historical narrative)

Rose Blanche
(Letter writing)

Sentence
level

Complex and compound sentences Subordinate clauses

Grammar
and

Punctuation

Dialogue Colons and semi colons Active and passive voice

Maths The Four operations
including perimeter and area

Fractions (including
decimals)

Fractions (including
percentages)

Fractions (including
Ratio and

Proportion)

Algebra Geometry

KIRFs Factor pairs Timetables up to 12 x
12

Prime numbers up
to 19

Factor pairs Timetables up to 12
x 12

Square numbers up
to 144

Prime numbers up
to 50

Maths
Starter
focus

Measurements
&

Fractions

Statistics
&

Fractions

Perimeter and Area
&

Fractions

Measurements
&

Decimals

Measurements
&

Percentages

Ratio and
Proportion

&
Fractions

Algebra
&

Place Value

Science
Animals
including
humans

What’s in our

blood?

How does a healthy
heart work?

How does a healthy
heart work?

Heart dissection

How are nutrients and water transported
throughout our bodies?

How do we stay healthy?

History

NC learning
objectives

Women at
war and

How and when did
WW2 start?

Where does WW2 fit
in our history?

What was happening in
the world during WW2?

German occupation of
France

What evidence is
there of the impact of

WW2 in Bradford?

Local links -
Undercliffe cemetery

Why was the Battle of
Britain significant in the

second World War?

Recount of the events
that took place

Leeds Bradford airport
– military test flying

What were the
consequences of the

Battle of Britain?

The Blitz, Evacuation,
impact on cities

What were the
consequences of the

Battle of Britain?

Wider context of war,
land army, rationing

What happened at
the end of the Battle

of Britain?

VE day celebration



Propaganda
– threads

throughout

Women and links to
radar

Computing Spreadsheets

Exploring probability

Spreadsheets

Creating a

computational mode

Spreadsheets

Use a Spreadsheet to
plan pocket money
spending

Spreadsheets

Planning a school event

Networks

The World Wide Web
and the Internet

Networks

Our school network

and accessing the

Internet

Networks

Research

Art Look at the contrasting work of Lowry’s war time
paintings - how does he achieve the contrast?

Using Lowry paintings-sketch distinct buildings
using pencils, consider light and shadow and add

details to their sketches such as people and
animals.

Produce increasingly detailed sketches using
charcoal, oil pastels.

Recreate a Lowry
piece - thinking about

background and
foreground.

French
NC

Objective

The World Around Us

Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures
Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; seek clarification and help

Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases
Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing

Music
NC

Objective

Appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different traditions and from great composers and musicians

Develop an understanding of the history of music

Play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression

PE
NC

Objective

Tennis
Introduction (basic

skills)

Tennis
Cooperative rally

Tennis
Court targets

Tennis
Single games

Tennis
Competitive mini

games

Tennis
Competitive rally

Tennis

PHSCE
(rights and
responsibilit

ies)

What are our rights
and responsibilities?

Drugs – it’s the law
Alcohol – what’s

normal?

How do our emotional
needs impact on our

behaviours?

Two sides to every
story

Fakebook Friends What’s it worth? Jobs and taxes?

RE
NC

Objective

What do Christians believe?
Religion – Christianity
Concept – Salvation


